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Conceptual Plans.
Program Diagramming.
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Master Plan.
Matelot Community Park
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* Space Descriptions can be seen on page 8
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Support Drawings.
‘Sprial Jetty’ Rock Garden.

The above image illustates the proposed rock garden space which forms a ‘Spiral Jetty’.  This 
Rock Garden space will be the focal point of the proposed Limin’ Space.  In the center of the 
‘Spiral Jetty’ Rock Garden will be a constructed fire pit.  Existing on-site logs will be re-used 
around this area for seating.  The DORCAS Camp House can be seen in the background of this 
perspective.
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Construction Description.
Entry Space.

Re-use rocks that are buried to create an edge for proposed pathway.
Pathway at 10’ width - - edged with rocks and future plantings.
Space north of entry space to be used as Camp/Tent Space.

Limin’ Space.
Rock Garden will be main focal point in this space.
‘Spiral Jetty’ rock garden constructed from gathered rocks.
Rock garden will continue off entry pathway as shown in plan.

Play Space.
Re-use current swingsets for tire swings.
Use old tires for ‘hop scotch’ space.
Bury tires mostly underground to avoid standing water.
VERY LOW POINT within site - - may need to be filled 8”-12” of dirt.

Camp/Tent Area.
Dig trench from existing waterfall to ocean for draining to flow into ocean.
Trench to be dug 24-30” deep and 2’ wide.
Edge existing waterfall with gathered rock to avoid drainage slip.
Fire Pit to be constructed near waterfall as shown on plan.
Re-use existing logs for seating around fire pit and waterfall.
Edge camping area with rocks as shown in plan.

Main Shelter (DORCAS Camp House).
Construct proposed tool shed inside camp house (front right corner) (with lock?).

Dining Space.
(Pavillion in front of Main Shelter)
Signage on outside to illustrate space.
Construct 4 stools for right side of shelter.
Construct table using existing material on left side of shelter to establish a dining space.
Construct bench that stretches the length of above table.
Reestablish shelter and clean up/solidfy loose metal of shelter.
Transplant dining tables that are located throughout the site to close proximity of Camp House 
and Dining Shelter.

Outdoor Classrom.
Construct benches to create outdoor classrom within existing shelter
Solidify existing shelter
 Can be used for classes for community school as well as DORCAS events.

Hillside Facing Ocean/River.
Remove all low-growing vegetation.
Trim lower branches off of trees.
This creates better viewsheds of ocean and river.

* Project Timeline Document with Grace Evans


